WAIVER REQUEST
SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS, STRATFORD, NH.

Name – Subdivision:
Street Address:
Map/Lot:___________________
I/We, (name) ________________________, hereby request that the
Planning Board waive certain requirement(s) of the Subdivision
Regulations that apply to the plan prepared by (name of surveyor engineer)
__________________________, dated______________, job or
project number _____________, in the Town of Stratford, NH.

Strict conformity would cause an unnecessary hardship to the applicant
and specific circumstances relative to the subdivision, or conditions
of the land in such subdivision, indicate that the waiver will
properly carry out the spirit and intent of the regulations (specify
circumstances):

I acknowledge, as the applicant, that this waiver is requested in
accordance with the provisions set forth in RSA 674:36 II (n).

Signature –Applicant or Authorized Agent:
______________________________
Date: __________________________
Planning Board Action –Subdivision Regulations WaiverGranted_____ Not
Granted______
Signature -Planning Board Chair:__________________________